
Level 4 - Grades 4 and 5

academy angstrom attached bulletin comfortable

according animate attention bundle command

accurate annual attentive bungalow commend

accuse antelope attitude bureaucracy committed

acquaint antibiotic attractive burglar commodity

activity anxiety audacious burial compendium

actually anxious authoritative buried complexity

adapt apathy authorize burrito comportment

additional apologize automatic cachet compunction

addresses appear average cafeteria concentrate

admiral applicant aviation camouflage confetti

admission appoint balcony captivated considered

adobe apportion ballerina caribou consistency

advocate appreciate ballot caricature constant

aisle approval bamboo cashew constitutional

album arbitrary bandit cauliflower construction

algorithm argument barrage cedar contrary

allegiance arithmetic baton ceiling contrast

alligator arouse begonia cement contrivance

allowance arsenal beguile certain convention

allowed artichoke beige certificate conversation

altruism ascend biopsy chassis conviction

ambitious ashamed blister chastise cooperate

ambulance assembly bonanza chauvinism copper

amenable assertive bongo chinchilla corridor

amnesia assignment bowery chocolate cosmetic

ampere assistant boysenberry chronic cosmos

amphibious associate bromeliad chronology coyote

analysis assume bruin cilantro crimson
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ancient assumption buffalo clementine crochet

android astonish buffet combination croissant

croon entangled forensics insurrection mongoose

croquet enthusiasm frolic integral monumental

croquette entourage furious intelligence morgue

cruiser environment furnace interrogative mosque

cultivation ephemeral furnish intimidated mozzarella

cummerbund epiphany further intricate muddle

curiosity equivalent fuselage intrinsic muzzle

cynical errand fusillade intuitive mystique

daffodil eruption galleria ipecac narcissistic

demonstrate escargot garage isolation nemesis

denim etch gardenia jaguar neologism

denture exception gauche jungle nestle

deodorant excise gazelle language Netherland

derisible excitement genre layette nightingale

descend exclusive giraffe leotard nominative

description exempt gorgeous lethargy notochord

designate exhale graffiti lieutenant nougat

dessert experience guilder llama objection

determine expertise handsome macadamia obliged

diagnosis explosive harmonica macaroni obliterate

diatribe expose harpsichord madeleine observe

diesel expression hickory maestro occupancy

diorama extension homonym magazine occurred

diplomat exterminate horizon magnificent odorous

discrepancy extravaganza hurricane manicure odyssey

disingenuous facial hustle mansion Olympian

distinctive faculty hydraulic mantilla opossum

doctrinaire Fahrenheit hydrology maraca optometry

dressage falter hyphen mariachi opulent

dune fantastically hypothesis mascara oregano

dynamic fathom idiom massage orthodox

dyslexia fatigue iguana matinee pacifism

easel ferocious immense mayonnaise package

efficient fiesta impasse megalopolis pangolin

elaborative finale impediment mercy panic

elite finesse incoherently mesa paradox
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elixir flamboyant indivisible mesmerize parfait

embargo flirtatious influenza metaphor parmesan

empirical foist innovator mitigate particular

endemic ravel sheaf provoke transcription

pastel reactionary shrapnel provolone transportation

pasteurize receptacle sierra puma trauma

pecan recipient skipper purification traveling

perfectionism regime societal quantitative treasure

persistent rehearse sombrero quesadilla tremor

petunia relentlessly sortie quirky trigger

physique remedial souvenir radical tritium

piazza renaissance spaghetti rapport trophy

pickle requires squalid sentimental unforeseeable

pistachio research statistician separate utterable

planetarium resign stethoscope serendipity vanilla

plateau responsible stimulus serpent vaporize

poignant restaurant stipple serrated vegetables

polygon restore strategy service vehicle

powwow rhinoceros stripe several version

practicing rouge stucco shampoo victory

pragmatic sachem suave ticket vigilant

prairie salinity subsequent toboggan violate

predicament salmonella subsistence tolerable violent

preparing Samaritan succumb topical violin

preposterous sarcasm sufficiently topography virgule

preserve satisfactory surveillance tornado virtual

presidency satisfied suspicion totem visible

primitive savagery synonym toucan vogue

production scarce synopsis wampum voluntary

professional scattered syntax wigwam vulcanize

profile scrabble tantalize workers waffle

projector senator tattle workmanship

prominent senior taupe xylophone

prosperous sensible thermal yacht

protagonist sentient thesaurus zucchini
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